
WORLDWIDE
ERECTIONS

ABOUT US

     THE PROMISE IS IN PROCESS

EDUCATION HISTORY

WorldWide Erections started in the summer of 2013 in
Atlanta Georgia and has since grown into a global home-
based network marketing distribution business on a
mission to change lives by helping people reach new
levels of balance, freedom and well-being through our
premium product and business opportunity.

Our VISION is to create a world where people live a
healthier lifestyle by offering affordable health care
options that are accessible to all.  We want to inspire
ordinary people to create a better life by thinking outside
the box and to use different ideas to succeed.  We want
a world without poverty, a world with prosperity.

Our MISSION is to Provide the highest value and
consistent quality to the clients, communities, and
corporations we serve. Establish an outstanding
opportunity where ordinary people can utilize their skills,
experience, creativity, knowledge and grow. Raise our
steadfast commitment to excellence in every product
and service we provide as a means of earning the
confidence and devotion of our customers. Expand our
leadership position through broadening our product and
service by meeting and surpassing our customer’s
expectations. Serve as active participants to our families
and community in which we live. Cultivate our society
by being involved in other outside interest so we can
collectively be more impactful. 

We PLEDGE to our customers, and ourselves to support
our collective mission through our ongoing commitment
to: Excellence, Leadership, Obligation, Integrity,
Innovation, Dedication, and Concern
                                                   

UNLOCK YOUR LIMITATIONS

     EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED

HAVE COURAGE TO CHANGE COURSE

     TRUSTING BEFORE KNOWING

   MAKE PEACE WITH YOUR PAST

BUILD FOR EXPANSION

     DON'T MISS THE TURN

Started - 2013

334-203-4311
worldwiderections@gmail.com
www.worldwiderections.com
Opelika Alabama 36803



KARLA
PHILLIPS

FOUNDER/CEO

CHILDREN
EDUCATION HISTORY

GRANDCHILDREN

B'ANKA CHYENNE BRADSHAW

BLAKE D'VON WILLIAMS

Atlanta Georgia - Born 1990

Keion Lamar Bradshaw - 2009
Aniyrah Cassandra Wiley - 2012
BeLaire King Williams - 2018
Phoenix Lyric-Marie High - 2021

Atlanta Georgia - Born 1994

334-203-4311
worldwiderections@gmail.com
www.worldwiderections.com
Opelika Alabama 36803

The story begins as a side hustle selling male
enhancement supplements to make additional income,
but eventually grew into a network marketing
distribution business.

Prior to the birth of WorldWide Erections I was working
as a Master Scheduler for an aerospace company in
Atlanta Georgia. It was during this time when I realized
I was not going to get the same opportunity to grow
within the company as others were; therefore decided
I had to make a change, go in another direction in
order to accomplish my financial goals and to see my
dreams come to reality.  I always knew I wanted to be a
business owner but did not know what to do.

It was during this time when I began to take notice of
advertisements portraying the need for male
enhancement drugs.  Advertisements were all over the
TV, radio, in movies and the story line of episodes of
my favorite TV shows.  I noticed that many of my
friends as well as other people around me were using
these drugs.  These drugs not only caused them to
have an erection but caused them to have an increase
in health problems along with a multitude of other side
effects.  I then began to understand the dangers of
these drugs and why men should avoid using them.

As time went on, I came across this incredible
opportunity. This opportunity allowed me to offer a
better solution for men who use enhancements. So, I
formulated and designed my very own product brand...
Root Therapy.

Born - 1965

IN THE BEGINNING

FAMILY



KARLA
PHILLIPS

BOOKS FOR INSPIRATION

IT'S YOUR TIME 
(BISHOP EDDIE LONG)

EDUCATION HISTORY

I conducted a thorough investigated study on the
ingredients, the industry, the market and researched all
sources, verifying as much data as possible in order to
ensure accuracy and completeness of the information I
found.  

As a result of the study, I realized that by developing
this incredible all-natural herbal supplement Root
Therapy that I could also create a professionally
managed home-based network marketing business
that could become one of the most leading industries
for today’s entrepreneur.  

From there I devised a plan, a plan to not only increase
my financial stability but to share the concept by
helping others who were faced with the same
predicament I once found myself to be in.  I decided I
wanted to offer ordinary people a rarity in the 21st
century, a chance at financial independence, a chance
to make a difference.

I strongly believe in the potential of people and that in
that potential lay the power of possibility and,
eventually, success.  I want to see a world without
poverty, a world with prosperity.

“If we stop and look over the past and then into the
future, we can see that the possibilities are growing
greater and greater every day; that we have scarcely
begun to reach the proper results from the field we
have before us.”     
                                                                                                                 
- Karla Marie Phillips -
                                                   

IN CHARGE 
(DR. MYLES MUNROE)

  THINK AND GROW RICH
                           (NAPOLEON HILL)

THE BATTLEFIELD OF THE MIND
 (JOYCE MEYER)

   CASH FLOW QUADURANT
(ROBERT KIYOSAKI)

SOAR 
(BISHOP TD JAKES)

THE BIBLE 
(NIV)

    DON'T DROP THE MIC 
(BISHOP TD JAKES)

HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE
(DALE CARNEGIE)


